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in a class of it’s own 
sustainable furniture and design solutions for the educational sector  



1. 4 Way Gas Tap

2. Swan Neck Tap

3. 2 Way Gas Tap

4. Eye Wash 

5. Fixed Benching

6. Hand Wash Sink

7. Fume Cupboard

You can use our modular system of benching, under bench storage, 

sink units and service bollards to create your own individual 

solution. Alternatively design your perfect classroom using our 

bespoke manufacturing capabilities.

a different class... in food technology & science   
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naturally 
 
Timber is the most sustainable material on earth, 

being non-toxic biodegradable greenhouse effect 

friendly and renewable. 

 

We as a company are proud to play a part in 

safeguarding the future of the world’s forest through 

sustainable trade in timber. 

 

The relevant certification numbers are: 

PEFC: BMT-PERFC-0088PFP & FSC: SGS-COC-0975PFP
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food technology & science  
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our versatile range of storage units will meet your art & textiles 

requirments while complementing your general classroom furniture. 

our plan chests, tray units and double door cupboards can be 

modular or bespoke.

a different class... in creative art environments  
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futureproof 
 
Building schools for the future is the area where we 

have experienced the biggest growth both in design 

and concept furniture manufacturing. 

 

We always incorporate the latest technology into our 

current product range and services. 

 

We continually invest in research and development to 

meet the expectations of such initiatives.

creative art environments  

1. Plan Chest

2. Pigeon Hole Unit

3. Tray Cupboard

4. H/Adj Desk

5. Bench Vice

6. Sink with Drainer  

7. Double Sink Unit
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a comprehensive range of tables, fixed perimeter benching and fitted 
or freestanding storage, enable you to design your ideal IT suite or 

library area.

a different class... in music, it & learning resource centres  
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1. 8 Tray Unit

2. 16 Tray Unit

3. 24 Tray Unit

4. Teachers Desk

5. Folding Table

6. HPL Workbench

7. Four Legged Table
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inspiration 
 
Because we work in partnership with selected 

specialist trades we can offer everything from a 

single item to a multi school new build project. 

 

We can create an environment which will inspire 

students and teachers alike. 

 

If you would like to learn more about our educational 

range of products please email us: 

sales@blueline.uk.com

music, IT & learning resource centres  
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